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⇨⇨⇨WINTER MAP TESTING WINDOW - FOR (ALL) STUDENTS (December 6th - December 17th)⇦⇦⇦

Weekly Walkthrough Data (eleot) with updated National/International trends
Fleming County School

_________________________________________________________________________________________
Expected Lexile Levels (Students who are in the two “Not On Track” categories are not meeting the college and career readiness targets for
their grade level and are not expected to reach the 1300L level by the end of high school without significant intervention and acceleration. Students in
the two “On Track” categories are meeting grade-level targets and can be expected to read at or above 1300L by the time they graduate if they
continue to achieve expected or greater growth every year.)

Guiding Questions:
What is the Lexile score for each student?

Are they ‘On Track’ to be college, career, and
life ready?

How are students engaged in relevant and
personalized reading in all subjects/courses?



Reading must be a school and district-wide focus.

“One in four secondary students are unable to read and understand textbook content, according to the Alliance for
Excellent Education”
________________________________________________________________________________________

Expected Quantile Levels (MetaMetrics studied the difficulty of lessons in mathematics textbooks commonly used in the United States to
help understand the mathematics demand that students will likely encounter in their elementary through high school mathematics courses. Results are
shown in the table below. In a related study, MetaMetrics found that the mathematics ability needed for college and career readiness ranged from
approximately 1220Q to 1440Q, and the median mathematics demand for college and career readiness was 1350Q.

Guiding Practices to Improve Quantile Ranges for
Students

1. Monitor student mathematics growth and learning
progress.

2. Match students with appropriate instructional materials.

3. Ensure students are receiving grade-level appropriate
instruction and lessons, while also closing gaps.

4. Link BIG mathematical concepts with real-world
experiences

5. Understand the prerequisite skills in order to create an
effective intervention.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ACHIEVE3000 WEEKLY PROGRESS HIGHLIGHT



How do I set growth targets using Achieve3000

Achieve3000 recommends that students complete 2+ activities at the 75% percentile or higher in order for the student to grow in
reading per week. If you have struggling readers, encourage more Achieve3000 activities, as well as, offer small group
instruction. There is no one right pathway to college and career readiness. Schools and districts vary in their student demographics,
curriculum, and resources—all factors that can impact their ability to accelerate students’ skills from grade to grade.

The critical objective is to facilitate constant and consistent acceleration in learning for every student, every year. Each grade level’s
curriculum and instruction should be designed, measured, and modified to ensure that the classroom experience accelerates student
reading ability beyond the expected gains.

Students who start significantly behind should have an ongoing experience of maximum acceleration in each grade level. However,
ALL students require constant and consistent acceleration if they are to maintain skill growth aligned to the college and career
readiness trajectory, ending with the ability to read text at 1300L—the benchmark for college and career readiness—by the end of high
school.

A best-practice plan for creating a pathway for college and career readiness is to:

● Evaluate acceleration within each grade for specific groups of students.
● Establish acceleration targets for each group and plan for a curricular and instructional approach to meet the acceleration

goals.
● Evaluate at midyear and in late spring to course-correct if acceleration is not taking place.
● Monitor student growth weekly. This will prevent students from plateauing at a certain Lexile level. Teachers must utilize

the reports available to ensure growth outcomes.

Modified from:
https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%288-30-21%2
9.pdf

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

IXL WEEKLY PROGRESS HIGHLIGHT

https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%288-30-21%29.pdf
https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%288-30-21%29.pdf


⇨A larger image of the chart is available here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/152PLT7Hx0Jxwb5eY2cQD5ahvgsAB_jXG/view?usp=sharing

Steps to Successful IXL Implementation

IXL is designed to be used daily to reinforce class
lessons, through differentiated opportunities to help
students to retain instruction and also build
personalized skills on grade level. How can I use IXL
daily:

1. Plan your Lesson. Find an IXL skill to support
your objective. You can find skills by scanning grade
pages, or by using the IXL skill plan.

2. Deliver your lesson. Cement understanding by
having students practice the skills to SmartScore of 80. For each IXL skill, encourage students to teach a
SmartScore of 80 (proficiency). If students achieve proficiency, based on grade level, encourage them to
stretch their abilities (acceleration).

3. Check for understanding. Get instant ideas for next steps with IXL Analytics. Visit the Skills Analysis report to
check for assignment completion and to gain insight into your students’ understanding of the lesson. This
report gives you overall stats on your class performance and even groups your students by the level of
difficulty they are working at within the skill.

Modified from: https://www.ixl.com/materials/i_guides/IXL_for_Daily_Instruction_Implementation_Guide.pd
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

REFLECTION

Life is an obstacle course that everyone experiences.
Some are controlled by obstacles, setbacks, and
failures, while others are controlled by their goals,
dreams, and aspirations. The thing about problems is
that everyone has problems, there is no way to dodge
problems in life. However, you don’t have to allow
them to consume your life.

Problems are so much easier to focus on than our
dreams. We always focus on obstacles rather than
opportunities. There are no problems larger than what
you can handle. Illness, failures, marriage issues, or

job-related problems are all major obstacles - but they
should never keep you from your dreams.

A dreamless life is like a routerless ship in the middle
of the ocean far from the shoreline. Dreams are the
compass that always helps you keep pointing north
and moving forward. Life will absolutely throw
curveballs at you, but if you stay focused on your
dreams and move forward, your problems fall by the
wayside. Though problems will always appear from
time to time, the clarity of your dreams will not allow
them to derail you. If for any reason problems appear
to be overpowering your journey, focus more on your
dreams. Never stop dreaming, no matter where you
are in life, no matter how bad you think life is at the
present moment. Dreams have energy and force that
is transformative.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/152PLT7Hx0Jxwb5eY2cQD5ahvgsAB_jXG/view?usp=sharing
https://www.ixl.com/materials/i_guides/IXL_for_Daily_Instruction_Implementation_Guide.pdf


PICTURE of the WEEK

Fleming County High School

Maddy Prather, a sophomore at Fleming County High
School, performed in the Macy’s Day Parade in New
York City on Thanksgiving Day. Few people can say
they performed in the Macy’s Day Parade. Maddy not
only excels in the classroom but also on the dance
floor. She performed on the largest dance floor last
week - seen by thousands of people in NYC and by
millions on television, a chance of a lifetime. Maddy,
keep following your dreams, we are all proud of your
achievements! Maddy’s mom, Carla Prather, is a
teacher at E.P. Ward Elementary School.

The IMPORTANCE OF WRITING

A new research brief found that a quarter of students
in middle school and high school write for at least 30
minutes a day, a minimum standard set by learning
experts for the development of writing skills. Only 15
percent of eighth-graders and 13 percent of twelfth
graders said they do argumentative writing every
week, even though this is a skill that educators and
employers have found critical for success -
college/career readiness.

The research suggests that school districts and
schools aren’t making writing a priority! Educators
must give more time and attention to student writing,
and they can start by increasing the amount of time
students spend writing, both at home and in school.

The research found that students don’t write “across
the curriculum, which students miss critical and
relevant opportunities to improve their writing skills.
Students spend little time outside of English or
language arts classes writing. In math, for example, 84
percent of eighth-graders and 89% of twelfth graders
spend less than 30 minutes writing per week. The
statistics are similar for science and social studies. In
short, students across the board are not writing
enough or at levels that will improve their writing skills.

Modified from:
https://thejournal.com/articles/2020/08/25/students-need-to-spend-more-tim
e-writing.aspx

https://thejournal.com/articles/2020/08/25/students-need-to-spend-more-time-writing.aspx
https://thejournal.com/articles/2020/08/25/students-need-to-spend-more-time-writing.aspx


BPIs - GRADUATE PROFILE

BPIs: Grade Level Specific Authentic Assessment
Areas

The BPI Timeline can be found on Page 17 in the
2021-2022 BPI Framework (Click Here)

The IMPORTANCE OF HOMEWORK

  District Expectation: All students should be
assigned grade-level appropriate homework.

Eleven Benefits of Homework:
● Homework teaches students about time

management.
● Homework teaches students how to set

priorities.
● Homework helps teachers determine how well

the lessons are being understood by their
students.

● Homework teaches students how to
problem-solve.

● Homework gives students another opportunity
to review class material.

● Homework gives parents a chance to see what
is being learned in school.

● Homework teaches students how to take
responsibility for their part in the educational
process.

● Homework teaches students that they may
have to do things - even if they don’t want to.

● Homework teaches students to work
independently.

● Homework teaches students the importance of
planning, staying organized, and taking action.

● Homework teaches students how to overcome
adversity and obstacles.

Modified from:
https://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/16301/urlt/10BenHomewor
k.pdf

https://www.fleming.kyschools.us/userfiles/406/my%20files/bpi%20framework%202021-2022%20(1).pdf?id=16907
https://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/16301/urlt/10BenHomework.pdf
https://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/16301/urlt/10BenHomework.pdf


SchoolsPLP REMINDERS

Weekly SchoolsPLP Data: 22,027 activities
completed last week with 90% mastery on
the first attempt.

395,190 active minutes
* In-person/Virtual data

The district continues to experience an increase in the
number of students and staff who are being
quarantined either due to positive cases or exposure.
Over the past two weeks, SchoolsPLP usage has
tripled in many cases. We expect the next several
weeks, as COVID-19 continues to spike, the usage of
SchoolsPLP will continue to increase.

Key Processes each week
1. Have students log in at least once a week so

that they remember their username and
password.

2. For younger students, make sure that
parents/guardians have login information at
home should quarantines occur.

○ Print QR Codes for students so that
they can take them home to
parents/guardians.

SchoolsPLP can be accessed through Clever or from
the link posted on www.fleming.kyschools.us.

We want students familiar with SchoolsPLP in the
event they must quarantine. We must be prepared for
several quarantines each day. Remember, those
students who are quarantined can remain engaged in
classroom activities, remotely. Likewise, students who
test positive for COVID-19, if they are well and not
experiencing severe symptoms, can also remain
engaged in class remotely.

Ready.Set.GROW! TIPS

As we continue to focus on growth, the following are a
few reminders and expectations:

● The expectation is that 100% of our students
will show at least one year of academic growth
in reading and math this school year, with at
least 25% of our students showing at least 1.5
years of academic growth.

● Though we have a focus on reading and math,
growth in social studies, science, writing,
performing arts, physical education, career, and
technical education, etc., are equally important

● Growing students in reading and math is a
school-wide/district-wide effort.

● Data tracking aligned to Lexile and Quantile,
per student, is required. In PLCs, student data
pertinent to Lexile and Quantile scores must be
discussed and analyzed.

http://www.fleming.kyschools.us


● Each student must have a documented plan
that is focused on reading and math growth.
There is no way to help a student to grow
without individualized support. Impact Coaches
are there as a support to help deliver targeted
growth instruction, but ultimately you must take
lead, especially with data tracking. You know
your students the best.

● Students need a variety of individualized
instruction, small-group instruction, and the use
of programs to receive Tier I, II, and III
supports.

● RTI/MTSS, which is what growth is about, is a
very detailed process.  Schools should have a
clear process for analyzing and documenting
progress monitoring data and a PDSA process
that outlines the next steps for each student.

● Every student receives Impact time. This is an
opportunity to deliver individualized and
targeted growth interventions. Only Achieve,
Actively Learn, ALEKS, and IXL should be
utilized for personalized learning platforms
during Impact TIme. Data tracking must occur
to ensure maximum student growth and
effective program utilization.

QUADRANT D STRATEGIES

Quadrant “D” Moments
Short strategies to take learning to Quadrant D

● Original “Idea” creation
● Teaching others
● Current Events

● Inquiry
● Did You Know
● Google It
● How Did that Happen
● Remind Me
● Program Your Television
● Can You See It Now?
● Storytelling
● Future Think
● Summarizing - In Your Own Words
● Why Questions
● Lego Land
● At Your Service
● Analyze It - through Past, Present and Future

Perspectives
● Justify Your Position
● Write to Learn

ENGAGEMENT

Q12: This last year, I have had opportunities at
work to learn and grow.

The need to learn and grow is a natural instinct for
human beings. In the workplace, this explains why the
manager must meet the employee's internal need of
“Challenge Me”. Finding more efficient and effective
ways to perform our jobs is one way we learn and
grow. Where there is learning, there is innovation and
culture for a more positive perspective toward our
perceptions of self and others. High-performing
managers recognize early on the best way to grow an
organization is to first grow their employees.

High-performing managers make sure that their
employees have opportunities to expand their
knowledge by using their talents. Without those
opportunities, progress is limited and ideas become
stagnant. The success of an organization is dependent



upon the learning and growth of its individual
employees. Understanding this, high-performing
managers do whatever they can to help their
employees stay informed as possible in their areas of
expertise and encourage and challenge them to
explore new ideas and new innovations.

High-performing managers understand that learning
and growing at work should never cease.
High-performing managers:

● Find ways to challenge employees in positive
ways;

● Help employees see the value in new
opportunities and encourage them to take on

● Encourage employees to take advantage of
opportunities that are available to them;

● Organize or develop ways for employees to
expand their knowledge;

● Support their workgroups in their attempts to
reach their potential

● Invest time in getting to know their employees’
career goals and strengths to help match each
one with the right opportunities to grow and
develop.

● Consider partnering employees with
complementary strengths to work on a task
together. These partners might learn something
new that they did not know before.

● Create personalized development paths with
and for employees. They check their progress
often and ask them what they are learning and
how they are applying it to their roles.

● Help employees discover opportunities to use
their strengths and talents to meet the needs of
their jobs and move forward in their careers.

● Create stretch goals for employees. They
challenge employees to acquire new
knowledge and skills that align with their jobs
and the needs of the organization.

According to Gallup, employees who have an
opportunity to learn and grow at work are twice as
likely as those on the other end of the scale to say they
will spend their career with the organization. On
average, organizations in the top quartile of this
element score 9% higher on engagement and loyalty
measures and 10% higher on performance metrics
than organizations in the bottom quartile.

Challenging employees to meet goals motivates high
performance. According to Gallup, only 50% of
American employees agree that they have had
opportunities to learn and grow at work in the past
year. When employees feel they are learning and
growing, they work harder and more efficiently.
High-performing managers understand that learning
and growing at work should never cease.

Because each person is unique with their own set of
strengths it is incumbent upon both the employee and
the manager to chart the employee’s future progress,
collaboratively. Whatever those decisions- whether
they include formal training, a mentor, chances to
assume new responsibilities, or simply informal
opportunities to learn the nuances of the job - it is
imperative they create that feeling of personal
improvement. Learning and growing aren’t always
about attending class, going to a seminar, or reading
an article. When employees learn from their
experiences and challenges, it not only leads to growth
but also strength and resilience.

ACCREDITATION 5-YR RENEWAL

Experiences of High-performing School Districts
● High-performing school districts create

opportunities for innovation. New innovations
that solve current problems or lead to better
experiences for students and employees - with
the goal of helping students to become college,
career, and life ready.

● High-performing school districts make
employee engagement a priority. When
employee engagement is prioritized, student
learning improves through the opportunities to
utilize their skills and talents. Employees feel
valued and are committed to the vision of the
organization.



● High-performing school districts look to
diversify their talent pool with the goal of
remaining competitive and innovative.
Employees feel empowered to take risks and
understand the importance of growth and
development.

● High-performing school districts emphasize
accountability across the organization.
Everyone is encouraged to take charge of
projects and be proud of their work. They view
accountability as part of the process and do not
shy away from personal and organizational
accountability.

● High-performing school districts have a solid
strategic plan in place. Administrators,
teachers, staff, and board of education
members are all working toward the same
goals.

● High-performing school districts embrace
breakthrough innovations that they adopt as
routine operational expectations. These
improvements lead to more efficient operations
and increased student performance.

COVID-19

Reminders:
● The district continues to encourage everyone

eligible to get vaccinated, immediately.
● Masks are now optional at SMS and FCHS

only. Elementary schools will begin as soon as
students have an opportunity to become
vaccinated.

● Vaccines for 5 to 11-year-old students are now
available.

WEEKLY CALENDAR

● Monday, November 29, 2021
District Meeting at 8:30 am

● Monday, November 29, 2021
District Leadership Capacity Meeting at 9:30
am

● Monday, November 29, 2021
Senior Leadership Meeting at 1:00 pm

● Tuesday, November 30, 2021
Assistant Principal Training 8:30 - 10:30 at
District Office

● Tuesday, November 30, 2021
Mindspark Training (CTE) at 11:00 am

● Tuesday, November 30, 2021
HR Meeting at 1:00 pm

● Wednesday, December 1, 2021
District Stipend Issued

● Thursday, December 2, 2021
District-wide PE Training at 10:00 - 3:00 pm
in Multipurpose Room at FCHS

● Thursday, December 2, 2021
Learning Capacity Meeting at 12:00 pm

● Friday, December 3, 2021
Impact Teacher Data Meeting at 1:00 pm

Important Dates
Monday, December 6th - Friday, December 17th -
Winter MAP Window


